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Abstract
In this master thesis report we designed and implemented a tool that can introduce arbitrary delay, loss and bit-error patterns in an IP "link". We named the tool descriptively as
Network Impairment Emulator (NIE). Such a device can be used for emulating network
impairments over an IP end-to-end connection, and can mimic arbitrarily good or bad IP
connections to the end protocols/applications. This provides a convenient and controlled
wayfor validating protocol/application performance under different network conditions.
NIE is implemented as a loadable kernel module in the FreeBSD UNIX operating system.
The host, that is equipped with two (or more) LAN interfaces, functions as a router, and
forwarded packets are impaired according to the configured loss, delay and bit-error
models. For each of the three impairment types there are a number of basic stochastic
(random) models built in the system and the user can select and parameterize the models
in an independent fashion. The model set can be easily extended. In addition to the stochastic models, packet loss and bit error emulation can be done using trace files. NIE is a
multi-channel emulator, i.e., it can handle a number of "flows" with different impairment
settings simultaneously.
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Introduction

1

Introduction

Recently there has been growing interest in merging two area of telecommunications:
mobile and IP. IP networks were designed for data communications only, but today they
are increasingly being used for real-time interactive and multimedia applications. On the
other hand, mobile networks were designed for speech only. Recently, new technics are
developing that are enabling combined data and voice communication on mobile networks.

Figure 1-1 IP end-to-end connection.
Merging mobile and IP networks makes it possible to have an IP connection established
not only over IP networks, but such a connection may include mobile networks as well
(Figure 1-1). In this new environment packet traversing through the network cloud can
experience different network impairments. These network impairments are:

• packet delay and jitter
• packet loss
• bit error
In an IP connection the effect of bit error is, in the protocol layers by the end application,
observed mainly as either packet delay (due to the time taken to correct the bit errors) or
packet loss (if the bit errors are not corrected and consequently the packet is discarded).
Since the real-time and multimedia applications can tolerate bit error within certain limits,
it is preferable to allow application to receive an errornous packet than to discard the
packet in one ofthe lower protocol layers. The application itself could then take decision
whether to use such a packet or not.
Unlike the traditional applications on the data networks, real-time and multimedia applications are in general more influenced by network impairments. Furthermore, some realtime and multimedia applications are more susceptible to one type ofnetwork impairments
than the other. This means that the quality of service to the application will be affected in
different ways.
In order to study the behaviour of applications and protocols under different network conditions there are two approaches possible:
• test network
• device that emulates network 'cloud' (Network Impairment Emulator)
Evaluation of the applications on the test network can be a troublesome task. The test network should be brought to the level of load at which bad quality of service occurs. The
properties of the network (delay, loss and bit error) are in that case difficult to predict and
control. In addition, setting up such a network is an expensive task.
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The other approach, which was chosen in this Master thesis project, is to have a device
(Network Impainnent Emulator) that can emulate network behaviour. Network Impairment Emulator can be used to emulate arbitrary good or bad IP end-to-end connection to
the end protocol/applications. This provides a convenient and controlled way for validating protocol/application perfonnance under different network conditions.
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Figure 1-2 Network Impairment Emulator.
In an IP end-to-end connection both sender and receiver are connected to the access routers in the network. Between these 'points' packets can experience delay, loss, and bit error
(significant in radio links). Network Impainnent Emulator (NIB) is meant to emulate the
network behaviour from one access router at the sender side to the other access router at
the receiver side (Figure 1-2).
The functionality ofNIE is similar to an ordinary router. That is, packets arriving to one of
the cards should be forwarded to the other card. The network impainnents are emulated by
artificially delaying packets, by discarding packets if the packet loss is to be emulated, and
by inserting bit error in the payload of a packet.
In order to emulate different network behaviour several stochastical models are implemented in NIE. These models are implemented in a modular fashion so that the user is free
to design and introduce new models as well.
At this point, it should be stressed out that this project is not a study on network models,
but rather, the development of a tool with which such models can be implemented. This
tool may be then used for validating protocol/application perfonnance under different network conditions.
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2

Introduction to FreeBSD

2.1

Introduction

This chapter is intended to give some basic information about FreeBSD, with regards to
the design and implementation of Network Impairment Emulator. In paragraph 2.2 a short
introduction is given to FreeBSD system principles. Paragraph 2.3 focuses on the loadable
kernel module (LKM) feature of FreeBSD, while paragraph 2.4 discusses FreeBSD Networking with data structures that are used throughout the networking code.

2.2

FeeBSD System Principles

2.2.1

Introduction

FreeBSD is a high-performance operating system that is derived from the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) version of UNIX (the Unix system architecture is shown in Figure 2-1). The source code for FreeBSD is generally available and therefore, the system can
easily be customized for special projects. With source code for the entire system available,
FreeBSD is an excellent platform for implementing the Network Impairment Emulator
(NIE).

\
Interface
Programs

Figure 2-1 Unix system architecture.
The kernel is the part of the system that runs in protected mode and mediates access by all
user programs to the underlying hardware (e.g., CPU, disks, terminals, network links) and
software constructs (e.g., filesystem, network protocols). The kernel can be viewed as a
service provider to user processes. Processes usually access these services through system
calls. Some services, such as process scheduling and memory management, are implemented as processes that execute in kernel mode or as routines that execute periodically
within the kernel. The kernel provides several different timing services to processes. These
services include timers that run in real time and timers that run only while a process is executing. From the NIE's implementation point of view two kernel services are of significant
importance: system calls and timeouts.

2.2.2

System Call

User applications and the kernel operate indenpendently of each other. The boundary
between the kernel- and user-level code is enforced by hardware-protection facilities provided by the underlying hardware. The kernel operates in a separate address space that is
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inaccessible to user processes. Privileged operations, such as halting the central processing
unit (CPU), are available to only the kernel. Applications request services from the kernel
with system calls. System calls are used to cause the kernel to execute complicated operations, such as writing data to secondary storage, and simple operations, such as returning
the current time of day. All system calls appear synchronous to applications, which means
that the application doesn't run while the kernel does the actions associated with the system call.
A system call usually is implemented as a hardware trap that changes the CPU's execution
mode and the current address-space mapping. Parameters supplied by users in system calls
are validated by the kernel before being used. Such checking ensures the integrity of the
system. All parameters passed into the kernel are copied into the kernel's address space, to
ensure that validated parameters are not changed as a side effect of the system call. System-call results are returned by the kernel, either in hardware registers or by their values
being copied to the user-specified memory addresses. Like parameters passed into the kernel, addresses used for the return of the results must be validated to ensure that they are
part of an application's address space. If the kernel encounters an error while processing a
system call, it returns an error code to the user.
An application can call either a system call or library routine. Many library routines invoke
a system call as well (see Figure 2-2). From an implementor's point of view, the distinction between a system call and a library function is fundamental. Library functions are not
entry points into the kernel; they may invoke one or more of the kernel' system calls.
Some library functions, however, do not involve the operating system at all (e.g., atoi
function that converts ASCII to integer).

r-----------..,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

application code

I

/

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

J~

C library
functions

-

-

I

-

- -- -

-

-

--

user process

-I

,r
system calls
kernel

Figure 2-2 Difference between C library functions and system calls.
Since the user processes can interact with kernel either directly or indirectly by invoking
system calls, it is not possible to use standard library functions within the kernel itself.
This can be a limiting factor for software developers who are developing parts of the kernel that introduce new functionality to the system.
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2.2.3

Timeouts

The system is driven by a clock that interrupts at regular intervals called a tick The clock
ticks 100 times per second. This value can be changed within certain limits in the configuration file ofthe kernel. At each tick, the system updates the current time of day as well as
user-process and system timers. There are two clock handling routines:
• hardclock ( )
• softclock ( )
Interrupts for clock ticks are posted at a high hardware-interrupt priority. After process
state has been saved, the hardclock () routine is called. While hardclock () is running all other activity in the system is blocked. This blocking can cause network controllers to miss packets, or a disc controller to miss the transfer of a sector coming under a disk
drive's head. It is obvious that the time spend in hardclock () has to be minimized.
Therefore, less critical time-related processing is handled by a lower-priority softwareinterrupt handler softclock () . Among other things, hardclock () routine does
incrementing the current time of day and, if needed, calls softclock () routine.
Processing timeout requests and periodically reprioritizing processes that are ready to run
are handled by the softclock () routine. This routine run periodic events from timeout
queue called the callout queue. This data structure that describes waiting events is
shown in Figure 2-3. When a process schedules an event, it specifies a function to be
called, a pointer to be passed as an argument to the function, and the number of clock ticks
until the event should occur.

queue

-----.
time

function and
argu ment
when

-..

-

..-

..-

1 tick

3 ticks

o ticks

81 tick

f(x)

g(y)

f(z)

h(a)

lOms

40ms

40ms

850ms

• • •

Figure 2-3 Timer events in the callout queue.
The queue is sorted in time order, with the events that are to occur soonest at the front, and
the most distant events at the end. The time for each event is kept as a difference from the
time ofthe previous event on the queue. Thus, the hardclock () routine needs only to
check the time to expire of the first element to determine whether softclock () needs
to run. In addition, decrementing the time to expire of the first element decrements the
time for all events. The softclock () routine executes events from the front of the
queue whose time has decremented to zero until it finds an event with still-future time. The
single argument is provided for the callout-queue function that is called, so that one function can be used by multiple processes. This argument enables the timeout function to
deliver the signal to the correct process.

2.3

Loadable Kernel Module

2.3.1

Introduction

Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) is the way of reducing the features that gets into the
default kernel. This is a run-time extension to the system that allows the distribution kernel
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not to include things that are not needed until the system is up and running. Loadable kernel modules allow dynamically adding and removing functionality to and from a running
system. This ability also helps in developing new parts of the kernel without constantly
rebooting to test their changes.
FreeBSD system makes extensive use of loadable kernel modules, and provides loadable
versions of most filesystems, the NFS client and server, and the Linux emulator. Modules
distributed with the system are found in the /lkm directory. The lkm interface is used by
performing ioctl system call on the /dev/lkm device. Normally all operations
involving loadable kernel modules are handled by the commands: modload (loads the
module), modunload (unloads the module), and modstat (gives status of loaded modules). Depending on their role and their interface to the user space, there are various types
of modules that can be loaded into the system.

System Call modules
System calls may be replaced by new ones via the lkm interface, or new system calls can
be added to the system.

Virtual File System modules
Virtual file systems may be added via the lkm interface.

Device Driver modules
New block and character device drivers may be loaded into the system.

Execution classes
Also known as image activators, execution classes are the mechanisms by which the
execve system call is able to recognise an executable file's format and load it into memory.

Miscellaneous modules
Miscellaneous modules are modules for which there are not currently well-defined or
well-used interfaces for extension. Users are expected to write their own loaders to manipulate whatever kernel data structures necessary to enable and disable the new module
when it is loaded and unloaded.
The Network Impairment Emulator is implemented as a system call module. Therefore,
this type of loadable kernel module deserves more explanation.

2.3.2

System Call Module

In BSD kernels, each system call is numbered and the hardware is configured to transfer
control to a single kernel function when a user process executes a system call. The particular system call is identified as an integer argument to the function. In the 386 implementation, which includes the 386, 486, and Pentium family of processors, syscall () is that
function. Using the system call number, syscall () indexes a table to locate the
sysent structure for the requested system call. Each entry in the table is a sysent
structure:

struct sysent {
int
sy_narg;
/*number of arguments*/
int
(*sy_call) ();/*implementing function*/
};
/*system call table entry*/
When a new system call is introduced by loading a system call module, the kemellocates
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.

an available slot in the table of sysent structures and sets the pointer to the sysent
structure that is defined in one of the source files of the system call module. In this way
kernel knows what function has to be called for this particular system call.
Apart from the table of sysent structures, the kernel keeps track of all loaded modules
in the table of lkm_table structures. Each entry holds a per module information:
struct lkm_table {
int
type;
/*type of module*/
u_long
offset;
/*target table offset*/
u_long
area;
/*kernel load address*/
char
used;
/*0 if the slot is free*/
int
veri
/*lkm compile version*/
int
refcnt;
/*reference count*/
int
depcnt;
/*dependency count*/
int
id;
/* module ID to unload*/
int
(*entry) __P((struct lkm_table *, int, int»;
/*module entry func.*/
union lkm_genericprivate;/*module private data*/

};
Loadable kernel modules are loaded by using the command:
modload llan_name_mod. 0 (It is necessary to combine all object files of the module
into one object file lkm- name- mod. 0.). This command line dynamically links the module to the kernel and then calls the module's entry function which name matches the name
of the object file:
int llan_name_mod(struct lkm table *lkmtp, int cmd, int ver)
The arguments are always the same for all loaded modules. This entry function usually
contains only one line and that is a macro that dispatches the new system call:
DISPATCH (lkmtp, cmd, ver, load, unload, stat);
The first argument of the macro DISPATCH is a pointer to the table of the module. The
second argument specifies the command that has to be executed on the module. There are
three possible commands: LKM_E_LOAD (load), LKM_E_UNLOAD (unload), and
LKM_ E_STAT (displays the status of loadable kernel module). The third argumentver is
included for version matching between module and the kernel loader for the modules. The
load, unlaod, and stat functions are called under their respective circumstances
unless their value is lkm_nullcmd, which is the 'dummy' function that returns zero.
After successful loading, the kernel knows about the new system call, so the system call
can be called from the user process by using syscall () function with the following
arguments:
1. index of the system call in the table ofsysent structures
2. pointer to the arguments that will be copied from the user space to kernel space.
System call modules make possible for the user processes to benefit from the protective
mode of the kernel when it is necessary. In addition, the user processes can utilize functions that are only available in the kernel (e.g., to hook up on the functions ofthe FreeBSD
Networking). In this way the application can be split into two separate parts that can "communicate" with each others by using system call. One part is the application that runs in
the user space and the other part is the loadable kernel module. Arguments from the user
space can be copied into kernel space and processed by the functions of the loadable kernel module. Since the kernel module can write to the memory areas of the caller user proc-
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ess, the same mechanism can be used to move data from the kernel module to the user
space (e.g., by using pointers).

2.4

FreeBSD Networking

2.4.1

Introduction

The networking code in the kernel is organized into three layers, as shown in Figure 2-4.

I

process

I

j

system calls (socket, connect, etc.)

socket layer
protocol layer

TCP/IP, XNS, OSI, UNIX

interface layer

Ethernet, SLIP, loopback , etc.

Figure 2-4 The organisation of networking code in FreeBSD.

• The socket layer is a protocol-independent interface to the protocol-dependent layer
below. All system calls starts at the protocol-independent socket layer.
• The protocol layer contains the implementation of the four protocol families as shown
in Figure 2-4.
• The interface layer contains the device drivers that communicate with the network
devices.

2.4.2

Memory Buffers

An important concept in the design ofthe FreeBSD networking code is the memory buffer,
called mbuf, which is used throughout the networking code to hold various pieces of
information. One packet can be stored in one or more mbuf structures. Thembuf organisation with two packets in a queue is shown in Figure 2-5. Only those members of the
mbuf structure that are important for understanding packet organization in the queue are
shown.
Every mbuf structure has two pointers: m_next and m_ nextpkt. Both ofthem point to
an mbuf structure. The pointer m_next points to next mbuf in the chain which contains the data of the same packet. The last mbuf structure in this chain has pointer
m_next set to NULL. The second pointer m_ nextpkt points tom_next member ofthe
next packet in the queue. If this is the last packet in the queue then them_nextpkt member of this mbuf structure is set to NULL.
Every queue has two pointers (head of queue and tail of queue) that keep track
of the begin and the end of the packet's chain. The head of queue and the end of
queue point to the m_next of the first mbuf structure of the first and last packet in the
queue respectively.
Area A in Figure 2-5 is zoomed in and shown as Figure 2-6. There are different types of
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mbuf structures depending on whether it is the firstmbuf structure in a chain or not. One
packet can contain one or more mbuf structures. The total size of a mbuf structure is
always 128 bytes.

~ead of queue!

~tail of queue I

! Ii - - - - - - - - - - - - I \I
i ~

mbufO
m_next
m- nextpkt
! .~

II
I

I

I

i

=t-

=
i

w
------I
I

I

mbufO
Ai
mbufO
'-1 m_next -I--~ m next
NULL
NULL
m_nextpkt I NULL '
Ir--,m-_~n~e-xt-p-:--kt-j NULL

r

L

1 1'----_ _

I

--~

mbuf{}
mbuf{}
m next:=L.-,~
m next ', NULL
'----=--m- nextpkt i NULL
_m---=_=-n_ex_tc-Pk_t_'I' NULL
,
I
L
_

~6! r-

,,---I

1

Figure 2-5 Packet organization on a queue.
The first 20 bytes of the mbuf is a header containing information about the mbuf. Every
mbuf structure contains packe t header. m_1 en member of a mbuf structure specifies the number of bytes of data, starting at m_data. If m_flag is set to 0 then the
mbuf structure contains only data. Value M_PKTHDR of m_flag indicates that the
mbuf structure contains packet header, that is, the first mbuf describing a packet
of data. In this case, mbuf header contains two additional members: mykthdr .len

42

rnbuf{}
m next

NULL

m_nexpkt

NULL

mien

50

m_data
m_type

MT DATA

m_flags

0

50 bytes
data

Ethernet header,
IP header,

I

TCPheader

t
Figure 2-6 Different mbuf structures of a packet.
and mykthdr . rcvi f. The member mykthdr . len contains the total length of all
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the data in the chain ofmbuf structures. The mykthdr. rcvif member is not used for
output packets, but for received packets and contains a pointer to the received interface's
ifnet structure. Other two values of m_flag, which are not shown in Figure 2-6, are
M_EXT and M_PKTHDR 1M_EXT.
The first one indicates that mbuf doesn't contain packet header, but only data
which is in size larger than 208 bytes, and, therefore, an external buffer is allocated that
contains the data. m_da ta points to the first byte of data. The second one, with both
M_ PKTHDR and M_EXT set, indicates that mbuf contains a packet header and more
than 208 bytes.
The most important to remember is that a packet is a linked list ofmbuf structures with
m_next member pointing to the next mbuf on the chain. The value m_len indicates
the length of data in mbuf structure, and m data member points to the first byte of
the data.

2.4.3

IP Packet Processing

User data, which is packed into one or more mbuf structures, travels from the process
through different layers of networking protocol to the network interface, and vice versa.
This data flow is shown in Figure 2-7. Upon arrival of an IP packet, the network interface
places incoming packet in the IP input queue, called ipintrq, and schedules a software
interrupt. Since hardware interrupt has higher priority than software interrupt, several
packets may be placed in the queue before the software interrupt occurs.
Transport protocol

UDP, TCP
ICMP,IGMP

,,\

,

Ethernet Interfaces

i

net!ork

Figure 2-7 Processing of IP packets.
During software interrupt processing, the ipintr () function removes and processes
packets from ipintrq until the queue is empty. Ifthis host is the final destination ofthe
packet, ipintr () reassembles packets into a datagram and passes the datagram directly
to the appropriate transport-level protocol by a function call. If the packet is to be forwarded to another host, ipintr () passes it to ip_forward () function ifthe host is
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configured to act as a router. The transport protocols and i p _ forward () pass outgoing
packets to ip_output (), which completes the IP header, selects an output interface,
and fragments the outgoing packet if necessary. The resulting packet is passed to the
appropriate network interface output function, which is for Ethernet Interfaces called
ethernet_output ( ) . This function appends the ethernet header and places the packet
in the output queue of network interface.
During the system initialization each device driver initialize its own ifnet structure.
The ifnet structure is common to all interfaces. For each network device a separate
ifne t structure is allocated. The ifne t structure is large and therefore, its content can
be divided into five parts:

•
•
•
•
•

implementation information,
hardware information,
interface statistic,
function pointers, and
the output queue.

Every ifnet structure includes seven function pointers that are initialized during system
initialization time. One of the seven function pointer is if_output This function
pointer is used from a network protocol such as IP. The if_output points for all Ethernet devices to ether_output () (Figure 2-7). ether_output () fills the data portion of an Ethernet frame by the provided packet, encapsulates it with the 14-byte Ethernet
header, and places it in the i send queue of the interface.
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3

Network Impairments

3.1

Introduction

In IP networks (e.g., the Internet) packets can experience different impairments while travelling through a network "cloud". Across an entire IP end-to-end connection (Figure 3-1)
different packets may suffer from different delays and some packets may even get lost.
When the packet eventually has reached its destination, some bits might have changed
value (bit error). Bit error can be significant network impairment if the IP end-to-end connection includes mobile networks. Due to errors occurring in bursts associated with signal
fades and with call handoffs, this type of network is in particular susceptible to bit errors.
In an IP connection the effect of bit error is observed mainly as either packet delay (due to
the time taken to correct these bit errors) or packet loss (if these bit errors are not corrected
and consequently this packet is discarded). The reason that the bit error in this project is
regarded separately from packet delay and packet loss will be explained in more detail in
Paragraph 3.4.
IP networks were designed to carry data only. In this environment network impairments
can be tolerated well. A reliable data communication is achieved by using protocols that
include error detection, data retransmission, and in some cases error correction. A typical
situation in which network impairments are tolerated well is file transfer. A delay of one
second in file transfer is accepted as long as all the bits arrive correctly and in the same
order as they were sent.
However, nowadays IP networks (often in combination with mobile networks) are being
increasingly used not only for data but also for wide range of new applications. In particular, multimedia applications enable the convergence of voice, video, data, and fax. These
applications are in general more influenced by network impairments than applications that
provides data transport only. Furthermore, some multimedia applications are more susceptible to one type of network impairment than to another. For example, one such application
is digitized voice. It is preferable for a telephone users to hear a bit of noise on the line or a
garbled word from time to time than to have excessive delay in the conversation. Likewise, when transmitting a video film, having a few pixels wrong is not wrong, but having
the film jerk along as the flow stops to correct errors would be very irritating.

IP connection (wired)
......,,'-----

IOi

•

~D

IP connection (wireless)

i~f---------{
Figure 3-1 Network impairments in different types ofIP connection.
The advantages of reduced cost and bandwidth savings of carrying multimedia applica-
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tions over IP networks are associated with some quality of service (QOS) issues unique to
these types of networks. These issues will be explored below.

3.2

Delay and Jitter

Delay is one ofthe basic parameters that determines a network's QOS. It is simply the endto-end packet transit time. Real-time multimedia applications are enormously sensitive to
the delay characteristics of the underlying IP network.
For example, telephone conversation over IP network can suffer from echo and talker
overlap due to the delay introduced by the network. Echo is caused by the signal reflections of the speaker's voice from the far end telephone equipment back into the speaker's
ear. It becomes significant problem when the round trip delay becomes greater then 50ms.
Talker overlap (or the problem of one talker stepping on the other talker's speech) becomes
a significant problem if the one way delay becomes grater then 250ms.
However, for unidirectional multimedia applications such as audio and video transmission
it does not matter much if the packets take 20ms or 200ms to be delivered, as long as the
transit time is constant. Having some packets taking 20ms and others taking 200ms will
give an uneven quality to the sound or image. These type of applications are not sensitive
to the actual delay but are highly sensitive to the jitter. Jitter is variable inter-packet timing caused by the network a packet traverses. Removing jitter requires collecting packets
and holding them long enough to allow the slowest packets to arrive in time to be played in
the correct sequence.
The sources of delay in the end-to-end connection are the following:

• Application Delay, which includes: framing delay that is caused by collecting
audio samples at the receiver side, delay caused by fetching data from the hardware at the receiver side, and delay caused by encoding and decoding samples.
• Protocol Delay, is caused at the sender and receiver side by the protocol stack.
• Network Delay, is caused by the physical medium and protocols used to transmit the real-time data. Network delay is a function of the capacity ofthe links in
the network and the processing that occurs as the packets transit the network.

3.3

Packet Loss

Lost packets can be an even more severe problem than delay, depending on the type of
packet network that is being used. Since IP networks do not guarantee service, all frames
of real-time multimedia applications are treated like data. Under peak loads and congestion, these frames will be dropped with the same chance as data frames. The data frames,
however, are not time sensitive and dropped packets can be appropriately corrected
through the process of retransmission. Lost packets of real-time multimedia applications,
however, cannot be handled in this manner.
For many applications some packets are more important than others. For example, certain
algorithms for compressing video periodically transmit an entire frame and then send subsequent frames as differences from the last full frame. In this case, dropping a packet that
is part of difference is preferable to dropping one that is part of a full frame. As another
example, consider transmitting text file and pictures. Losing a line of pixels in some image
is far less damaging than losing a line of readable text.
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3.4

Bit error

Mobile and personal communications systems are expanding world-wide at an extremely
rapid rate. Coupled with this growth is an increasing trend to the use of digital radio transmission techniques, thereby allowing the provision of both voice and enhanced services
such as data, facsimile and ultimately compressed video services to mobile and portable
terminals.
Digital radio system performance is fundamentally measured by the rate at which errors
are made in the decoded bits of information at the receiver output. This measure is known
as the bit error rate (BER). The radio channel encountered in mobile communication
exhibits time-varying, frequency-selective or dispersive propagation effects. First the
power level of the received signal exhibits very large (more than 1,000 times) and often
rapid variations in level or intensity. Second, the transmitted radio waves are reflected off
buildings, trees and the terrain such that many relatively delayed radio waves arrive at a
receiver. Because of the delays, constructive and destructive interference is exhibited
causing large amounts of self-interference known as intersymbol interference (lSI) to
occur. These two effects can cause severe degradation in the error performance of digital
transmission systems.
In an IP connection that includes mobile networks the effect ofbit error is observed mainly
as either packet delay (due to the time taken to correct these bit errors) or packet loss (if
these bit errors are not corrected and consequently this packet is discarded). Since the realtime and multimedia application can tolerate bit error within certain limits, it is preferable
to allow application to receive erromess packet than to discard the packet in one of the
lower layers. The application could then take decision whether to use such a packet or not.
To enable this, lower layers of protocol stack should be adapted. For this new approach in
which erromess packet can be delivered to the application it is important to regard bit error
apart from packet delay and packet loss.
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4

NIE Design and Implementation

4.1

Introduction

Network Impainnent Emulator (NIE) is designed and implemented on a PC hardware
under FreeBSD (release 2.2.7) operating system. The PC is equipped with Intel Pentium II
(400MHz) processor and with two 1O/lOOMbit/s Ethernet cards in PCI bus. NIE can be
easily port to other interfaces as well (e.g., PPP, ATM).
The functionality ofNIE is very similar to an ordinary IP router. That is, packet arriving to
one of the cards should be forwarded to the other card. The network impainnents are emulated by artificially delaying packets within a queue in the PC, by discarding packets randomly if packet loss is to be emulated and by introducing bit errors in the payload of the
packet. The emulator is implemented as a loadable kernel module in FreeBSD, and with a
user interface to control the level and the mode of impainnents.

4.2

Design of Network Impairment Emulator

Network Impainnent Emulator (NIE) consists of a loadable kernel module that is loaded
into the running system, and a user interface (see Figure 4-1). The part ofNIE that is a socalled loaded into the kernel (will be referred asNIE module in remaining part of the text)
is designed as loadable system call module. This type of loadable kernel module introduces a new system call to the system which can be called from the user interface. In this
way user's settings can be passed as the arguments ofthe system call to the loadable kernel
module and saved in the kernel address space. The advantage of a loadable kernel module
is that a process can benefit from protective mode in which kernel operates, and the module can be loaded or unloaded into or out the running system without rebooting. In addition, it is possible then to hook up on the functions that are part of the kernel networking
code (e.g, in order to be able to intercept IP packets).
, user process
i

I

,

I
I

L_~
kernel

I

attach i
interfaCe!

i
add
session I
I

!

add
delay
model

add
i
add
loss! biterror
model I model

show
statistics

system call (arguments)

~

t __~ -__~~

NIE as a loadable
system call module

Figure 4-1 Design concept of NIE.
The user control part ofthe NIE includes several options (Figure 4-1):
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• attaching interface
The user can specify which outgoing interface will be included for emulating network's
impairments.

• adding sessions
Specifies the flow (type of packets) that will be intercepted.

• adding network-impairments models
Assigns network impairment models (loss, biterror, delay) for already defined flows.

• statistics
Shows statistic information.
By using the system call, the settings of above mentioned options will be passed as arguments to the NIE module. These arguments will be copied into the kernel address space
and after that the system call will return back to the user process. Functions of theNIE
module can then use this information to apply different network impairment models to the
outgoing IP packets.

4.3

Implementation of NIE

NIE is implemented as a router on the FreeBSD platform. The PC is equipped with two
10/1 OOMbit/s Ethernet cards in PCI bus. Source files ofNIE are placed in two directories:
• config
• module
conf ig directory contains files that are related to the user interface. The executable file is
called niectl, by which the user can control theNIE module (e.g., attaching interfaces,
defining different flows, etc.).
module directory contains files that are loaded into the kernel (NIE module). All object
files are linked into one object file called nie_mod. o. This file is loaded by using the
command modload. Files in the directory module contain all functions that are necessary for intercepting outgoing packets and applying network impairment emulation on predefined flows.

4.3.1

Attaching Interface

After the loadable kernel module is loaded, the user can attach a specific outgoing interface. This means that all outgoing packet traffic through this interface will be intercepted
and manipulated by functions that are implemented in the NIE module.
The user attaches interfaces by using the following command line:
nie_ctl attachname_oJ_interface.
After successful parsing of the command line in the user interface, the arguments (in this
case, command attach and name_oj_interface) are passed into the kernel as one argument of the function syscall (). The other argument is an integer, the system call
number. This number specifies the entry in the system call table. In this way the kernel
knows what function will execute this particular system call.
The command attach inNIE module is associated with the functionnie interface
_ table_add () that attaches specified interface. It creates and maintains a table of
attached interfaces which members are structuresnie interface table t.
struct nie_interface_table_t {
char
name [IFNAMESIZ] ;
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nie_queue_t
int
int
struct ifnet

*queuesi

current_queue_sizei
max_queue_sizei
*ifpi

} i

The member name contains the name of attached interface (e.g. deO). The pointer i fp
points to the interface's ifnet structure with the same name (see Figure 4-2). This
ifnet structure contains information of that particular interface. The pointer
if_ out put of the ifne t structure points to the e the r _ out put () function. Recall
from 2.4.3 that this function receives packets from IP layer, encapsulates it with 14-bytes
Ethernet header and places it on the interface's send queue.
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Figure 4-2 Data structures associated with attached interface.
While attaching the interface by nie_interface_table_add () function, the
pointer if_output is redirect to nie_output () function of NIE module (Figure 4-2).
The function nie_output () has the same functionality as ether_output () except
that it can filter IP packets into different flows and apply different network impairment
models.
For every attached interface there is a pointer queue to the array of nie_queue_ t
structures:

struct
int
struct
struct
struct

nie_queue_t {
id;
ifqueueifqi
time_queuearriv_timesi
statistics_tstatisticsi
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};
A predefined number of queues are allocated for every interface. It is possible to allocate
max_queue_ size (this value is set to 10 and can be changed by the user) number of
queues. The members current_queue_size and max_queue_size define the current and maximal available size ofthe nie_queue_ t array for every attached interface.
Each queue has its own i d number and ifqueue structure that handles the queue. There
are several macros defined for packet queuing and dequeuing. The arriv_times structure is used for delaying packets. It will be explained in more detail in Chapter 5 that deals
with network impairment modelling. The last member ofnie_queue_ t structure is
statistics_t structure that keeps statistic information for every queue.

4.3.2

Adding Sessions

Session is a way of defining different IP packet flows. The user attaches interfaces by
using the following command line:
nie_ ct 1 sess ion add src_addr srcyort dst_addr dstyort prot id_number.
By adding a session, the user specifies the identity of the flow (id_number) and allocates a
queue for packets that matches the session specification. In the NIE module there is an
array of session structure nie_session_table_t which keeps per session information.
struct nie- session- table- t
unsigned longsrc_address;
unsigned longdst_address;
int
src.J>ort;
int
dst.J>ort;
int
protocol;
int
id;
void
*delay_arg;
void
*delay;
void
*loss_arg;
void
*loss;
void
*ber_arg;
ments*/
void
*ber;
tion*/
void
*ift;
ture*/

{
/*IP source address*/
/*IP destination address*/
/*source port*/
/*destination port*/
/*protocol*/
/*session id*/
/*pointer to delay's arguments*/
/*pointer to delay's function*/
/*pointer to loss's arguments*/
/*pointer to loss'S function*/
/*pointer to biterror's argu/*pointer to biterror's func/*pointer to the ifnet struc-

}
The id is the identity of flow and this is also the entry in the queue table (pointed by
queue). The pointer ift points to the member of nie- interfacetable
-t array
with the information of the outgoing interface.
Apart from this, nie_ session_table_ t stores the information about network impairment (NI) models that the user wants to be applied on that session. For every type ofNI
(delay, loss, and biterror) there are two pointers.
One pointer (e.g., loss_arg) points to the arguments ofthe specific NI model, and the
other one (e.g., loss) points to the function that is called for every packet. Depending on
NI type, it can give back the value of delay, biterror pattern, or the values 0 and I indicat-
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ing whether the packet should be discarded or not (more about emulating network impairments in Chapter 5). In this way is possible to have an arbitrary number ofNI models that
can be assigned to a session.
table lookup:

src_address

I,

src--!,ort

session = session_table_find(src_address, src--!,ort, dst_address, dst--!,ort, protocol)

Figure 4-3 Session table lookup.
Each session is defined by source address (src_address), source port (srcyort),
destination address (dst_address), destination port (dstyort) and protocol type.
This information, that is also contained in the IP and UDP/TCP headers, is used to look up
the best match in the table of nie_session_table_t structures (Figure 4-3). Ifit
finds the match, it gives back a pointer ofthe session_table_t structure with all the
other information with regards to this flow. If there is no match the packet will be sent out
to the interface without any modelling.

4.3.3

Packet Interception

The transport protocols and i p _ forward function ofthe IP layer pass outgoing packets
to ip_output, which completes the IP header, selects an output interface, and fragments
the outgoing packet if necessary. The resulting packet is passed to the appropriate network
interface output function, which is for Ethernet interface called ethernet_output ( ) .
Ifthe outgoing interface is scheduled by NIE module the output function will be
nie_output () instead (Figure 4-4). The nie_output () function has the same functionality as ether_output () with some additional features for filtering outgoing packets into different flows, and emulating network impairments.
Transport Protocols

Ethernet Interface

,

network

Figure 4-4 IP ouput processing.
The function nie_output () function takes the data portion of an Ethernet frame and
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encapsulates it with the 14-byte Ethernet header. The address information of the packet's
IP header is used as an argument in the function nie_session_table_get (). It
looks for the best match ofthis address information in the session table of
nie_session_table_t structures. Ifit finds the match it gives the pointer of that
structure back.
Figure 4-5 shows the flow diagram of nie_output () function. The first part of
nie_output () function has the same functionality as ether_output (). That is, it
takes the data portion of an Ethernet frame and encapsulates it with the Ethernet header.
Depending on the IP header of the packet, Ethernet frames are filtered out into different
flows. IP header of each packet is scanned, and the best match is looked up in the session
table. If there is no match found for the packet, it will be put onto the outgoing interface
without queuing and applying any network impairment emulation.
If the match has been found, packets are processed by applying the network impairment
modules (always in the same order: loss, bit error, and delay emulation, see Figure 4-5). In
each ofthese modules first it is checked whether the emulation should be done at all, or the
packet can be just passed to the next module. In this way is possible to have from one up to
all the three network impairment emulations active at a time. After the packet is processed
by the network impairment emulation modules, it is sent out (except for those packet that
are discarded due to the loss emulation) to the outgoing interface.
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nie_output routine:
/- BEGIN
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ether_output
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~--packet is dropped?
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~
END
)
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/
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Figure 4-5 Flow chart of nie_output function.
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5

Modelling Network Impairments

5.1

Introduction

In packet switched and wireless networks (e.g., the Internet, WLAN, cellular networks)
packets can experience different impairments while travelling through a network "cloud".
Across an entire end-to-end connection different packets may suffer from different delays
and some packets may even get lost. When a packet eventually has reached its destination,
some bits might have changed value (bit error). Due to errors occurring in bursts associated with signal fades and with call handoffs, mobile and cellular networks are in particular susceptible to bit errors.
NIE module is implemented in a way that enables emulating loss, bit error and delay. This
is implemented in the nie output () function (4.3.3). The order of applying network
impairments on the flows defined by the user is shown in Figure 5-1.

I -IP + Ethernet header
L::J···! _I!

-----~
i

i :
I
loss
I
emulation ~I'
I'

_~_I

bit error !~I
emulation'

I

--.J'

I

,---'

iLI .. ·O

delay
emulation f------------.
!
to Ethernet card
!

_

""\

~/

-,

\

waste

/

\
\

/

!

\---_/

Figure 5-1 Block diagram of network impairment modulation.
After the IP packet is encapsulated with the Ethernet header, IP header is scanned in order
to find a match in the session table. If the match is found packets are processed in the way
that is shown in Figure 5-1. First the loss is emulated, followed by emulation of bit error,
and finally delay emulation. Which one ofthe possible network impairments will be emulated on a particular packet stream depends on the session settings, as configured by the
user.
The design of NIB makes it possible to introduce a large number of models for each
impairment. At the moment, two stochastic models are available in NIB for each network
impairment type. In addition to the stochastic models, packet loss and bit error emulation
can be done by using trace files. The NIB's network impairment models are implemented
in a modular fashion, which means that the user is free to design and introduce new models
as well. The user can retrive the list of available models by using the following command:
niectl type_oLmodelhelp
For instance, the command niectl loss help gives the list of available loss models
with the information about the number and the type of arguments.
After specifying the session, the user can introduce one ofthe available models to that session by using following command:
niectl type_oj_model session_id name_oJ_nCmodel one_or_more arguments
type_oj_model specifies the type of network impairment. It may be loss, bit error
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or delay. All packets that match the session with session_id will be processed
according to the specification of the model ([lame_01_ni_model). Every model can have
one or more arguments, which are used in the model related functions.

5.2

Modelling Loss

5.2.1

Implementation of Loss

The packet loss is emulated by discarding packets randomly according to a specific loss
model. After introducing a loss model in the NIE module, the pointer loss from the
nie_session_table_t structure will point to the model dependent function (Figure
5-2) that returns for every packet with either 1 (discard the packet) or 0 (don't discard the
packet). The decision to discard or not to discard a packet is made according to some stochastical models.

".

loss_arg
~~
c----c-Io-""'ss'----=---!

/

~
~~model dependent arguments)

"

---r-----------.....:

/

./

"
model dependent function)

~

/

Figure 5-2 Associating loss model with a session.
There are two stochastical models available in the NIE module: Bernoulli and GilbertElliott loss model. Since these loss models are implemented in modular fashion it is possible to introduce user-defined loss models as well. The flow chart of loss emulation in the
nie_output () function is shown in Figure 5-3.
Packet loss emulation starts with checking pointer loss from the appropriate session
structure. If no model is attached to the session structure, no loss emulation will be applied
for that packet. The packet is then handed over to the bit error module. Packet loss is emulated for every packet by calling the model dependent function which is pointed by loss
in nie_session_structure_t structure. The function, called only once for each
packet, returns 1 if the packet is to be discarded. After this, the function nie_output ()
ends. If the return value is 0, the packet is passed to the next emulating part of
nie_output () function.

5.2.2

Bernoulli Loss Model

The Bernoulli loss model is a very simple one. For every packet it is decided whether it
should be discarded or not. This loss model is memoryless which means that loss of a
packet is independent of the history of previous packets. The only argument of the Bernoulli model is the probability of the loss, which is specified by the user. The user specifies this model by using the command as in the example below:
niectl loss 1 bernoulli 0.5.
This command introduces Bernoulli loss model to the session withid 1 and the only argument of the model is probability 0.5 (range is between 0 and 1). The functionbernoullie () within this model calculates whether the packet should be discarded or not by
using random generator random ( ). The random generator gives a random number
between 0 and 1 back. If this number is less then the probability specified by the user, the
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function returns 1, which means that the packet is to be discarded. Otherwise 0 is returned.

no

yes

emulate loss?

~--,--~
drop = 10ssO

L

yes

no

drop = 1 ?

,------,--I

discard packet

~
END
)

(

"

/

Figure 5-3 Emulating packet loss.

5.2.3

Gilbert-Elliott Loss Model

Loss of packets in a network is rarely independent. For example, if a router has no free
buffers, it must ignore newly arriving packets. As a result, many consecutive packets are
likely to be dropped before the sources get the information from the router to slow down.
q\

Figure 5-4 Gilber-Eliot model.
The Gilbert-Eliot model decides per packet whether it should be discarded or not. Unlike
Bernoulli model, it has two states that describes traffic conditions (GOOD and BAD). The
transitions between the states are specified by the transition probabilities q and q2 (Figure
5-4). Ifthe probability Q2 is very low, the model will, after entering BAD state, stay in this
state for a long period of time emulating loss of consecutive packets. Every state has its
own probability for losing a packet. This model is also used for emulating bursty bit errors
and will be explained in more detail in the following subsection that deals with bit errors.
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The user specifies this model by using the command as in the example below:
niectl loss 1 rnd_gilbert_elliott 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.5 .
This command introduces Gilbert-Elliott loss model to the session withid 1 and has four
arguments. These arguments are probabilities (between 0 and 1). The first and second
argument are transition's probabilities from GOD to BAD and from BAD to GOOD states,
respectively (in the example above qI is 0.1 and q2 is 0.6). The other two probabilities (0.2
and 0.5) are probabilities to lose a packet when the model is in the state GOOD and BAD,
respectively.
The function gilbert_elliott (), that implements this model, calculates whether the
packet should be discarded or not by using two random generators. One random generator
is used to calculates whether the model should change the state. The other one is used to
calculate whether the packet should be discarded or not.

5.3

Modelling Bit Error

5.3.1

Implementation of Bit Error

The bit error is emulated by changing the value of the bits in the payload of a packet. Bit
error emulation is done in the nie_output () function after emulating packet loss (Figure 3-5). The user can introduce bit error to a session by using the command bi terror
as shown in two examples below:
niectl biterror 1 -0 100 -ffik
niectl biterror 1 -0 100 modeCnamemodeCarguments
This examples introduce biterror to the session with i d 1. It also specifies offset from the
end of the IP header in bytes (Figure 5-5). In this example the first 100 bytes after the IP
header are not affected by bit error. The option - f specify that a file with bit error pattern
will be used for emulating bit errors. The ASCII file that contains bit error pattern (stream
ofO's and 1's) is first converted to a binary file. The binary file is then loaded into the kernel address space and is read out by bit error function. Without - f option biterror will be
emulated according to a stochastical model with corresponding arguments (the second
example above).
'

D

-IPheader

II -

....

....

offset

Ethernet frame-----_.~

Ethernet header

Figure 5-5 Introducing bit error in a packet.
After introducing biterror to a session, the ber pointer will point to the model dependent
function (Figure 5-6). The pointer ber arg points to the model dependent arguments or,
in the case of file, to the buffer with the bit error patterns.
The function that changes the value of bits is called byte by byte ( ). It receives
packet segments together with their length in bytes. It calls the function pointed by berto
get bit error pattern for every byte of the packet segment. In this byte, the bits that are set
to 1 represents the positions of bit error. Eventually the function byte_by_byte () performs exclusive OR operation to change the value of the appropriate bits of the given byte
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of the packet payload.
nie_seSSion_table_t.
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Figure 5-6 Associating bit error with a session.

5.3.2

Gilbert-Elliott Channel Model

For most of the wireless communications systems, channel errors are correlated. In many
applications the errors will occur in consecutive strings of errors, a so called burst.
Between the bursts, long periods of almost error free transmission may occurs. The reason
for the bursty error channel could be occasional interferences or a fading received signal.
One of the models for burst error channels is Gilbert-Elliott model. The main property of a
burst error channel is that the bit error events are not independent'6£ each other, due to for
example multipath propagation. The channel is said to have memory. The GIbert-Elliott
model with memory is shown in Figure 5-7. The model has two states that describe transmission quality of the channel: a good state and a bad state. The transitions between the
states are specified by the transitions probabilities ql and q2. The probability to remain in
the state for the next symbol is given by (1- ql) and (1- q0 respectively. For the model to
describe bursty errors it is necessary that the probability to remain in the BAD state is
larger than the probability to leave the state.

l-ql!

\,~

'-----.-----."""'-,

0"",,-,-----"'/'o

Pi>
oL.--------"D

State GOOD

State BAD

Figure 5-7 Gilbert-Elliott channel model.
At each state, the channel is described by a binary symmetric channel. The bit error probability in the good state is low, Ib ~ 0, corresponding to a good channel. In the bad state, the
bit error probability is high (typically Pd~ 0.1 - 0.5) corresponding to a severely disturbed
channel. The transition probabilities between the states specify how long time the channel
remains in a certain state. The channel is in the good state most of the time, but from time
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to time, the channel moves to the bad state (corresponding to a deep fade in the received
signal). As long as the channel is in the bad state a lot of errors are generated. When the
channel moves to the good state, almost no errors are produced. Consequently, the bit
errors in the data stream will occur in bursts and hence we have a burst generating channel
model.
Different types of error burst channels can be described by changing· the values of the
parameters in the model. The mean value ofthe time (expressed in bits) spent continuously
in the bad state and the good state is given by
tb

1
q2

=-

tg

=

The mean bit error probability Pe is for this model is given by

P e = Pb P GOOD + PgP BAD •
PGOOD and PBAD are probabilities that the model is in GOOD and in BAD state, respectively. These probabilities are given by

The bit error probability Pe, of the bit stream from the model, is then given by

=

P
e

qlPb + q2Pg
ql + q2

5.4

Modelling Delay

5.4.1

Implementation of delay

•

Delay of packets is implemented in two functions: the output functionnie_output ( ) ,
and the timeout handler function catch_timeout ( ) . The flow chart of these two routines is shown in Figure 5-8. Upon receiving an IP packet, the function
nie_session_table_get () is called to look up the match in the session table. The
argument of this function is the address information of IP header (source address, source
port, destination address, destination port, protocol). If the session has been found, the
function nie_session_table_get returns back the pointer to the
nie_session_table_t structure. If there is no match, the packet is put onto the outgoing queue of network device controller (in this case Ethernet card).
Each structure nie_session_table_t (4.3.2) has, among others, two pointers that
are related to a delay model. If a delay model is specified for the session, the pointers will
point to the arguments of the delay model, and to the corresponding delay function (Figure
5-9). After appending the Ethernet header, the packet is put on the queue that corresponds
to the id value of the session structure. There might be several sessions active at the same
time. That means that there are the same number queues where packets are put in order to
be delayed. Each queue has structure time queue that keeps the track of finishing time
ofthe packets, that is, the time when the packet should be released from the queue.
struct time_queue{
struct timeval
timestamps [MAX_QUEUE_SIZE] ;
int
head;
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int

tail;

}
nie_output routine:

catch_timeout routine:

(
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Figure 5-8 Flow chart of delay modelling.
The time_queue structure contains an array oftimeval structures that keeps track of the
finishing time of the packets. The array of timestamps contains an FIFO queue that is
handled by two integers head and tail that specifies the begin and the end of the FIFO
queue. Before the packet is put onto the appropriate queue, the current time is recorded
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and increased by the delay value (calculated by a session specific delay function). This finishing time is then put into the FIFO queue.

--..cmOdel dependent functiov

Figure 5-9 Associating delay model with a session.
For all queues there is only one timeout scheduled at a time. Packet that has the earliest
finishing time (tdue) of all queues schedules timeout by calling timeout () function.
Timeout scheduling is implemented in a way that does not allow packet overtaking within
one session. After the timeout has expired, the kernel calls timeout handler function
catch_timeout () that takes the packet from the queue and sends it out to the output
queue of Ethernet network controller. After this, all queues with packet enqueued are
scanned in order to find out the next soonest finishing time.
If timeout is already scheduled, the remaining time \lending will be compared with the finishing time (tduJ for every new packet (Figure 5-8). The already scheduled timeout can be
cancelled only if the following conditions are satisfied (Figure 5-10):
• tdue < !pending
• packet with tdue does not belong to the same session as packet with tpending
• packet with tdue is the first packet in the queue.

queue #1

I

I··· D

I

--------+~ -~---'-----I

I

~

IXXJ---~~~

queue #2

tdue

tpending

-----r'1--Lf IX
I

queue #n·

'-~--,--,-'-IJ~

,

tdue < tpending

•

reschedule_timeoutO

Figure 5-10 Timeout rescheduling.

5.4.2

Constant Delay Model

The constant delay model (Figure 5-11) introduce the same delay for each packet of a session. For example, the user can introduce this delay model by using the following command:
niectl delay 1 det_const 200e-3.
delay specifies the type of network impairment. In this example delay is applied to session with id number 1. det_ cons tant is the name of the delay model, that is, constant
delay model. The constant delay model has only one argument and it is a delay of 200 milliseconds in this case. The value of delay can be in the range from 10 ms to up to 35 min-
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utes.
det_const_set () function parses the arguments and assignes the arguments and the
model dependent function to the specified session structure (Figure 5-9). The
de t _cons t () is the model dependent function that gives the value of the delay back. In
this model it does not have to calculate any delay at all, but it simply returns with the specified argument (the actual delay).

,

P(delay)

:t-------'------~.
delay

Figure 5-11 Probability density function of the Constant delay model.

5.4.3

Random Uniform Delay Model

Random uniform delay model is shown in Figure 5-12. The example of introducing this
model is given below:
niectl delay 1 rnd_uniform 400e-3 200e-3.
whereas rnd_uniform is the name of the delay model, and it has two arguments. First
argument is the value of mean delay. The second argument specifies the value ofjitter
which is variable inter-packet timing.

,

P(delay)

J

:..-

jitter - . ;

I

~jr-,--~----,-----~-----II"~
mean

delay

Figure 5-12 Probability demsity function of Random Uniform delay model.
The function that parses the arguments in this delay model is called
rnd_unifrom_set (). Its functionality is the same as the functionality of
det_const_set (). It creates the structure to store two arguments: mean and jitter.
These arguments are pointed by the session's member delay argo The function
rnd_uniform () calculates the delay by using the arguments mean and jitter. The function is pointed by session's memherdelay. The delay is calculated in rnd_uniform ()
function in the following way:
delay = jitter * randomO + mean - jitter/2
random () function is a random generator that gives a value betWeen 0 and I. The value
of the delay will be always in the interval between mean - jitter/2 and mean + jitter/2
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Testing and Verifying NIE

6.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is:

• to verify that the NIE is emulating network impairments as specified by the user
• to test CPU consumption of bit error insertion as a function of bit rate.
All measurements with regards to NIE are done on the test network that is shown in Figure
6-1. The NIE is a router that connects the two networks. For measurement purposes, a traffic is created between hosts on these two separate networks trough NIE. By introducing
different sessions on the NIE, packets will be intercepted in order to apply loss, bit error,
and delay emulation.

METONl

METON4

METON3

DOMAR

METON5

Figure 6-1 Test network used for all NIE's measurements.
All measurements are conducted by using MOO (Measurable One-Way Observer)[6]
applications. MOO transmits packets (IPIUDPIRTP format) from source host to destination host. It places the 'exact' time the packets leaves the source host in the packet payload
while the destination host logs the 'exact' time this packet arrives. The delay experienced
by the packet is the difference of those two timestamps. The two hosts must be synchronised for the measurements to have any meaning.

6.2

Verification

6.2.1

Packet Loss

NIE provides the user with two stochastical models to emulate packet loss:

• Bernoulli model
• Gilbert-Elliott
Apart from this models, NIE has option for introducing a file with loss pattern. This file is
loaded into the kernel, and the pattern is then applied to specified flow.
Testing packet loss was carried out by using MOO. Packets are sent every 1ms from the
host METON1 to METON3. The packet size is set to 200 bytes. The measurements were
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gathered from observing 10000 packets.
The result of measuring packet loss by using files with packet loss pattern is shown in Figure 6-2. For this measurement ten files were created with packet loss pattern using packet
loss probabilities from 0 - 1 (with step of 0.1). P_avarage is derived from the measurements and p is the probability used to create packet loss pattern. The results deviate
slightly from the theoretical values. This is due to the use of random generator for creating
packet loss patterns. The theoretical values can be approached only by generating infinite
packet loss pattern. Since the measurements are done only on 10000 packets these results
deviate from the theoretical ones.
File with loss pattern
1

../;-'/
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,/0/
0.6

l/~//

0.4
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0.2

o

1///'
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0.2

../.
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0.6

0.8

p

Figure 6-2 Packet loss measurements using a file with packet loss pattern.
Bernoulli loss model
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Figure 6-3 Packet loss measurements using Bernoulli model.
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The same measurements are done for Bernoulli and Gilbert-Elliott stochastical models.These models use a random generator within the kernel to decide whether or not to discard packets. Again the same conclusion can be drown as from measurement with the file.
The results of Bernoulli model are shown in Figure 6-3.

6.2.2

Bit Error

Bit error can be emulated by using the Gilbert-Elliott stochastical model or by applying a
file with a bit error pattern. The measurements were carried out for both cases. The traffic
is generated in the same way as for packet loss, that is, packet is sent every Ims and the
size of packets is 200 bytes. The last part of packet payload (the last 144 bytes), was set to
contain only O's to simplify bit error testing. After applying bit error to this part it is possible on the receiver side to count how many bits have changed their values. This is done by
using special mode of the MOO application on the receiver side. Since MOO packets have
UDP header and UDP check sum, packets with changed bit values are discarded by default
at the receiving host. To prevent discarding packets at the "UDP" level, the FreeBSD
source code has been changed so that no check sum of the UDP packet is evaluated before
delivering packet to the application.
Fl1e with bit error pattern
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1
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Figure 6-4 Bit error measurements using a file with bit error pattern.
The results of bit error measurements (using file with bit error pattern) are shown in Figure
6-4. P_avarage is derived from the measurements and p is the probability used to create
bit error pattern. Since the bit error pattern is very large, the measured values are matching
the theoretical values very well. The same conclusion can be drown from the measurements with the Gilbert-Elliott model.

6.2.3

Delay

Delay measurements have been done only for the constant delay model. This model introduces the same delay for every packet in the session. The traffic is generated again with
MOO application. Packets are sent with an inter-departure of 20 ms (IDT = 20ms). The
size of the packets is 200 bytes. During the measurements only one session was active.
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The measurements information is gathered from observing lOO packets. The applied delay
is in the range from lms up to 1.5sec. The results are shown in Figure 6-5.
Une sessIOn delay measurements (illT =:.Wms)

1

0.1

0.01

0.001
0.001

0.01

0.1

session delay [s]

Figure 6-5 One session delay measurements.
Figure 6-6 shows the maximum absolute delay error. Most of the results are in the area of
lms. However, several values are approaching tOms. To find out the causes of these isolated errors further analysis will be needed.
Une sessIOn delay measurements (IVT = :lUms;
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0.01

0.1

1

session delay [s]

Figure 6-6 Maximal absolute delay error for one session.
Figure 6-7 shows the mean error for one session measurement. For delay values less than
20ms the delay deviation is approximately lms. Higher accuracy is achieved for delay values grater then 20ms.
Figure 6-8 shows the square root of mean square error for one session measurements.
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From Figure 6-8 it can be concluded that the delay deviation of the measured values is
either around lms (for delays less than 20ms) or below of that value (for delay greater than
20ms).
One of the causes of "delay inaccuracy" for delay less than 20ms is the resolution of the
timeout() function which is used for delay scheduling in the kernel. When called this routine queues the event in the timeout queue. The softclock () routine within the kernel
executes events from the front of the queue whose time has decremented to zero (see
Chapter 2). This routine can be preempted by execution of some other activity within the
kernel that has higher priority and can eventually cause the inaccuracy of the delay. This
inaccuracy is less visible for greater delay values.
One solution to this problem is to use timing function within the kernel that is executed at
a higher priority level. The range of the delay can then be split into two ranges (e.g. one
range could be lms up to 20ms). The delay of these two ranges would be then scheduled
by using two different timing functions in the kernel. In this way it would be possible to
achieve "safe" border of lms for the whole range of the delay values.
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Figure 6-7 Mean error of one session measurements.
The other solution which can improve the delay accuracy for the whole range of the delay
values is to change the settings of the kernel. For the measurements the kernel clock was
set to 1000 Hz, which means that the clock ticks 1000 times per second. This value can be
also set to higher values. This kernel clock can be set to higher value as well (e.g.,
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2000Hz). As result, the load of CPU will be proportionally increased which can affect the
feasible range of emulating bit errors. This should be further analysed.
Une seSSIOn measurements (lVT =:20 ms)
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Figure 6-8 Square root of mean square error for one session measurement.

6.3

Performance Issues

During the measurements some information has been gathered about performance of the
NIB. Since NIB can emulate three types of network impairments it is interesting at this
point to discuss performance (throughput) issues for these three types of emulation:
• packet loss
Packet loss does not put any extra memory demands on the system. Similarly, using
two random generators (the Gilbert-Elliott model) in the kernel for creating loss pattern
does not increase significantly the CPU load for reasonable packet rates.
• bit error
Depending on the model type used for emulation, bit error emulation can stress the
CPU load significantly. The stress is related to the number of random generators used
in the kernel. The highest load is put on the CPU while using Gilbert-Elliott bit error
model. This model uses two random generator calls per bit while calculating the bit
error pattern. For every byte of the packet the random generator is called 16 times.
Figure 6-9 shows the CPU load as a function of the throughput. The Gilbert-Elliott
model was used in these measurements.
• packet delay
Packet delay does not affect the. CPU load significantly. However, it puts more
demands on memory management. The memory requirement can be expressed as an
product of the delay and the packet rate. This product is limited by the maximal available value of the delay (35 minutes), and by specifying the maximum size of the queue
that is used for handling delay emulation.
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Figure 6-9 CPU load during bit error emulation with two random generator calls per
bit.
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Conclusion and Further Work

7.1

Achieved results

This Master thesis project started out with the aim of creating a tool (Network Impairment
Emulator) with which IP connections can be emulated. Network Impairment Emulator can
be used to emulate arbitrarily good or bad IP end-to-end connection to the end protocoll
applications. This provides a convenient and controlled way for validating protocol/application performance under different network conditions.
The Network Impairment Emulator (NIE) is designed and implemented on a PC hardware
under FreeBSD (release 2.2.7) operating system. The PC is equipped with Intel Pentium II
(400MHz) processor and with two 10/l00Mbit/s Ethernet cards in PCI bus. NIE can be
easily be ported to other interfaces as well (e.g., PPP, ATM).
In order to emulate different network behaviours several stochastic models are implemented in NIE. Apart from the stochastic models it is possible to use trace files with
packet loss and bit error pattern for emulating packet loss and bit error respectively. These
models are implemented in a modular fashion which means that the user is free to design
and introduce new models as well.
Packet loss and bit error can be emulated by using two stochastic models: Bernoulli and
Gilbert-Elliott. In addition, trace files with packet loss and bit error pattern may be used as
well. Tests have shown that these models can emulate packet loss and bit error very accurately.
Packet delay is emulated by queuing the intercepted packets in the Pc. Packets can be
delayed in the range from Ims up to 35 minutes. The limiting factor is the memory space
in the PC required for queuing the packets. This can be expressed by the product of delay
and throughput. By increasing either of them, demands on memory management unit in
the PC will be proportionally increased.
The packets can be delayed by using either constant delay model, which introduce the
same delay for every packet, or by using random uniform delay model. In order to make
packet delay more accurate the kernel clock is set to 1000Hz. Test results have shown that
delay deviation of most of the measured values is within Ims.

7.2

Further work

While the current version of NIE is available and ready for emulating network impairments, there are still certain tasks that could improve the performance ofNIE:

• Improving the delay accuracy
One way of improving the delay accuracy (below Ims) is to change the settings of the
kernel clock. For the measurements the kernel clock was set to 1000 Hz, which means
that the clock ticks 1000 times per second. The kernel clock can be set to a higher
value. As result, the load of CPU is expected to be proportionally increased. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate how the system performance is affected by changing the
kernel clock.
In addition, by minimizing house-keeping activities of the kernel, further accuracy
improvement is predicted.

• Introducing packet overtaking
47
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The uniform delay model introduces different delay values for consecutive packets.
This model is suitable for emulating jitter. Currently, packet overtaking is not supported.
This means that packets arriving after a long-delayed packet will also have to wait at
least until the previous packet is sent. As a result, the realized delay distribution might
deviate from the intended (nominal) distribution. Thus, to fully utilize stochastic jitter
models, packet overtaking should be introduced preferably, as a setup option.
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